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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Mavis has won the gold! 

	 After a fabulous race, Mavis has brought home a gold medal, and a 
world record for fastest time recorded through 5 laps of the square track. She 
also set a record for fastest speed achieved while riding a tricycle, as Mavis 
achieved a shocking 73 mph, enough to get a speed ticket on a 65 mph 
freeway, and smashing the previous record of 66 mph. It’s hard to believe, 
but then again, cat tricycles are meant to be faster than human tricycles. 
That’s why no kittens have ever recieved a tricycle for a birthday.


	 Right now, all cats are celebrating. It is still 2 A.M., and kittens have 
not been able to get any sleep. However, sleep is not needed when your 
parents are so happy that they say yes to you having a bottle of beer. At the 
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school gymnasium, cats are jumping up and 
down, and cheering for Mavis, who has just 
come over to say hello. She has not gotten her 
gold medal yet, but will very shortly. However, 
she is surely relishing the feeling of having about 
100 cats cheer her on. Her kittens have just 
joined her, holding sodas and popcorn, but 
smiling very widely. One of Lunch’s kittens 
smirked, as they had even better popcorn that 
Jake had spent about an hour popping. Mavis’s 
kittens scowled even more when another one of 
Lunch’s kittens held up a can of beer. 


	 However, the mood was very high when 
Jake and Lunch eventually turned off the TV, as 
the TVs went off in other houses nearby. After a 
little more sleep, the real party was yet to come. 
However, in the morning, Lunch didn’t wake up. 
Jake prodded her, dripped icy water onto her 
face, but Lunch didn’t wake up. Jake got 
worried and checked her pulse, which was 
there, but was very weak. Jake got up and when 
Lunch’s kittens asked what was wrong, Jake 
told them that he was taking Lunch to the 
hospital and that they were to stay put. Usually Lunch’s kittens would be 
overjoyed at a chance to be completely alone without any sort of supervision, 
but this time, they were just worried. 


	 At the hospital, the doctors checked 
Lunch all over, and made the horrible realization 
that Lunch was in a coma. It could have been 
caused by too much activity while sick, but 
luckily, this would give Lunch a good chance to 
fight off the COVID - 19 virus. It was like she 
was constantly sleeping, and therefore always 
fighting. The doctors quickly hooked Lunch up 
to a feeding tube, and put her in a room with 
many monitors. A good thing was that Lunch’s 
life probably wasn’t in danger. There was just 

the fact that she might not wake up for months. You know what they say. All 
gold clouds are partly corrupted.


	 Subscribe again for more celebrations, and prayers for Lunch.
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“A coma? Wasn’t 
Harvey just in 
one?” 

 - JUDY, WHO IS SHOCKED AT THIS 
STARTLING NEWS
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